INSIGHTS: SEPTEMBER 2021

Retain Lapsing Customers
Customer loyalty and retention is a growing challenge for many
organisations in retail banking.
Bain recently reported [2021] “Neobanks and other digital startups have been chipping away at banking markets for a decade.
Their relatively transparent pricing and products make it easy for
consumers to shop around. And with Covid-19 accelerating the use
of digital channels for advice and sales, consumers are even more
open to trying digital attackers.”
This month’s Insight from Spark focuses on lost and lapsing
Customers. Lapsing customers are those who have begun to
disengage and decline in Value. They display behaviours
indicating their intention to leave the organisation.
Our analysis is based on trends, products and transactional
behaviours of Customers within the Mutual Banking and Credit
Union sector in the 12 months to August 2021.
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* Engagement Score - refers to a measure of relationship strength; based on 26 distinct characteristics
of which 13 are value generating and 13 are relationship building.
^ Value - refers to the annual revenue contribution a customer generates. It is based on net interest
income and customer originating non-interest income.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS
Low Engagement Score

MFI's Transitioning Out

Customers with an Engagement score of 0-5

Change in a customer’s profile has a direct

are 6 times more likely to churn when

impact on Value.

compared to Customers with a score of 6+.

1 in 5 MFI Customers no longer classify as
MFI - most of them transitioning to

Declining Credits
Direct Credits are crucial to retaining
customers and achieving MFI or Transactor
status.

another segment in the Behaviour
Quadrant.

MFI's Transitioning In

10% of Customers receiving Direct Credits

MFI customers, on average, generate over

have since stopped this form of funds transfer

$3,000 of annual Value and have an

which includes payroll.

engagement score greater than 10.

Lapsing customers

Of the total members moving into the MFI

During the 12 months to August 2021:

quadrant:

31% of Customers were less engaged

11% were previously ‘Product Focus’

37% of Customers maintained their

6% were previously ‘Transactor’

respective engagement score

<1% were previously ‘Passive’

"The banks today aren't solving the problem of churn effectively.
They continue to lose premium customers, denting revenue
and profitability severely"
-Forbes 2021

SIGNS A CUSTOMER IS AT
RISK OF CHURN
Dissatisfied customer (NPS)
Change in transaction behaviour
Closure of a value-generating product
such a loan or term deposit
Long-term Passive customer

# The Behaviour Quadrant provides a simple yet effective approach to segmenting customers and
enabling tailored strategies.

OPPORTUNITIES TO
REDUCE CHURN AND RE-ENGAGE WITH CUSTOMERS
Nurture customers with personalised, relevant & timely communications. Your
Spark Platform service provides the automation and accuracy to identify
Customers at risk of attrition.
Identify the right people

Empower and inform

at the right time:

churn triggers in your Platform service

frontline staff:
Generate outbound call tasks for your staff
to have timely conversations with your
customers about their banking needs

Stay connected with your customers:

Support these conversations by

Implement set-&-forget campaigns that

providing staff with transparency of

leverage churn triggers to engage with

all communications sent from the

lapsing Customers

Platform service including emails,

Speak to your Spark account manager
about publishing the various Customer

letters, SMS, completed surveys and
previous call history

Our analysis is data driven. We acknowledge there are external
factors that influence customer engagement. Data however, can often
disclose
a behaviour or opportunity to act.
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